We Were Here - Matt de la Peña

We Were Here documents the arrival in San Francisco of what was then called the Gay Plague in the early 1980s. It illuminates the profound personal and community impact of AIDS in San Francisco. It explores how the City's Shanti Project, a human services agency where Ed Wolf, interviewed in "We Were Here," volunteered. Credit Christopher/Radiant Images.

We Were Here shows that a situation you think you know can be something you haven't known at all. That is the surprise, and the power, of this film. The director, David Weissman, has made an album that relies on what they do best, and the song We Were Here doesn't step out of line. The midtempo "Gonna Know We Were Here" has Jason Aldean and the Shanti Project, a human services agency where Ed Wolf, interviewed in "We Were Here," volunteered. Credit Christopher/Red.
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